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Bomgar Verify is a two factor authentication solution that allows privileged users to leverage their existing personal devices to 
authenticate to critical systems. Two factor authentication enables a second security check beyond user name and password, by 
utilizing something the user knows (password) together with something the user has (device).

With quick deployment and flexible device options, Bomgar Verify helps organizations to dramatically improve security for 
reasonably little effort and investment. When implemented with Bomgar’s full range of Secure Access solutions, Bomgar Verify is 
part of a true ‘defense in depth’ solution for securing privileged access. 

BOMGAR

Flexible two factor authentication for privileged access

AUTHENTICATE WITH
ANY DEVICE

Authenticate with smartphones, 
tablets, computers, or phones, 

through text, email, voice call, push 
notification, or an app.

DEPLOY WITH EASE

Set up quickly without the 
administrative burden of hardware 

tokens. Devices are already with 
your users and no software is 

required.

ENHANCE YOUR SECURIT Y 
STRATEGY

Mitigate the risk of cyberattacks 
and meet compliance regulations 

requiring two factor authentication.

Authenticate Your Way
Bomgar Verify is a tokenless solution that does not rely on 
proprietary hardware, but instead utilizes devices already in 
the user’s possession such as mobile phones or tablets. Users 
are empowered to manage their own devices for authentication 
which not only increases user satisfaction and adoption, but 
greatly reduces the administrative burden. Users can easily 
change the device at any time, and reenrolling a new device 
automatically deletes the old one from the server, making it easy 
for admins to manage.

Deploy with Bomgar Secure
Access Solutions
Bomgar Verify enhances Bomgar’s Secure Access solutions by 
adding an additional layer of defense and giving users an end-
to-end solution. Bomgar Verify can be used in conjunction with 
Bomgar Vault and Bomgar Privileged Access, as well as Bomgar 
Remote Support, to improve security by providing enhanced 
authentication tools for privileged users, administrators, 
vendors, and support technicians. 



Secure Two Factor Authentication

More and more security guidelines and 
industry regulations, such as PCI, are 
including two factor authentication as 
a critical component of reducing cyber 
security risk. With Bomgar Verify, users 
are only able to have a single profile 
active on one device at a time, and new 
passcodes automatically overwrite old 
codes to ensure that only one code is 
active per device. 

Flexible Device and Delivery 
Options

Bomgar Verify can be set up with any smartphone or tablet (iOS, 
Android, Windows Mobile, or Blackberry), computer, desktop, or mobile 
phone. Authentication is just one swipe away with the push notification 
feature for smartphones and wearables, or if preferred, users can 
authenticate by entering a unique passcode received via SMS, email, 
app, or voice call. Passcode permissions can be customized allowing 
administrators to set whether passcodes are for one-time use, multiple 
uses, or for a fixed period of time to fit business needs.

If mobile access is limited or unavailable, Bomgar Verify can be 
configured to send pre-loaded passcodes or users can opt for passcode 
delivery via a landline phone call. The Bomgar Verify app also features 
One Swipe which allows the user to create a single-use QR code offline 
on the app, which the user then scans via webcam on a laptop or tablet.

Deployment Made Easy  

Bomgar Verify is easy to deploy, use, and manage for both 
administrators and users. Unlike with hardware tokens, 
provisioning can happen in minutes versus days, and the burden 
of carrying around an additional piece of hardware or dealing 
with lost tokens is gone. Users are able to manage their devices 
and there is no additional software required for users’ phones or 
computers, greatly decreasing the amount of time spent on IT 
administration.

Bomgar Verify uses your current LDAP server as its database and 
integrates seamlessly with Microsoft Active Directory, Novell 
eDirectory, Sun Directory Server, and Open LDAP without the need 
for additional databases or hardware.

ABOUT BOMGAR
Bomgar is the leader in Secure Access solutions that empower businesses. Bomgar’s leading remote support, privileged access 
management, and identity management solutions help support and security professionals improve productivity and security 
by enabling secure, controlled connections to any system or device, anywhere in the world. More than 10,000 organizations 
across 80 countries use Bomgar to deliver superior support services and reduce threats to valuable data and systems. Bomgar is 
privately held with offices in Atlanta, Jackson, Washington D.C., Frankfurt, London, Paris, and Singapore.
Connect with Bomgar at www.bomgar.com.
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To learn more, visit www.bomgar.com/verify and talk with a representative today.
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